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CMA: A Journey Worth
Taking
By Steve McNally, CMA, CPA
CFO, Plastic Technologies Inc. (PTI) Group of Companies
Chair, IMA Global Board of Directors

L

ike most accounting majors in my class
at Villanova University, I was encouraged
to begin my career in public accounting. I
started at a Big Four firm in Philadelphia,
and I passed the CPA exam a few months later. Although I enjoyed my time as a public accountant,
my plan was always to eventually get an MBA and
then work in industry, as part of the accounting
or finance team of an organization. Following
my plan, I earned an International MBA at the
University of South Carolina and then joined
Campbell Soup Company, starting out in the corporate audit department. I spent nearly 25 years
at Campbell’s, eventually becoming the finance
executive for the company’s largest supply chain
operation. I now serve as the CFO of a private
plastic technologies company.
Many years into my career at Campbell’s,
I decided it was important to sharpen my skills
and earn the CMA® (Certified Management
Accountant), offered by IMA® (Institute of
Management Accountants). Although I was
already a CPA and had an MBA, I understood
how the breadth, rigor, and content of the exam
could help me professionally, particularly in areas like decision analysis, risk management, and
strategic planning.
I wish I had decided to pursue the CMA earlier in my career, as it is a great complement to the
CPA [see below about how to pursue dual CMA/
CPA certification]. The CMA exam content is reviewed regularly to ensure it remains relevant to
the demands of the profession and needs of employers. Most recently, it was updated to include
a section on technology and analytics. I can confidently say that in my current CFO role, I use my
CMA skills daily.
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Yes, the journey to earning a CMA requires a personal commitment, as all things
worth pursuing are. But just embarking on this
journey will set you apart from your peers. By
expanding your knowledge of management accounting, you will be a more effective finance
and/or accounting professional and leader. And
by passing the rigorous CMA exam, you will
prove to yourself, and to others, that you have
mastered this important body of knowledge.
The following are stories of three young
professionals who are pursuing exciting, rewarding jobs—all as CMAs. After reading
them, I hope you’ll discover how the CMA is a
journey worth taking.
Michael G. Kelley, CMA, CPA
Operations Manager
Nike
Michael Kelley was on
the fast track in college.
As part of a selective honors program at Florida
Atlantic University, he
earned his bachelor’s in
business administration
(BBA) and a master’s in
accounting (MAcc) in five years. “The goal was
always to take the CPA exam and land a job at
a Big Four,” he says.
Michael did just that. He spent the summer between his junior and senior years interning at Deloitte in Miami, and after finishing his
five-year program, he received a full-time offer
as an associate at Deloitte.
The job at Deloitte didn’t start until the
September after graduation, though, and Michael

didn’t want to stay idle. So, he did something
he had heard about from a family friend who
worked at a manufacturing company in his home
state of Michigan: He decided to study for and
take the CMA. “I had always enjoyed my cost
and managerial accounting courses—even loved
doing extra-credit problems on the topic. I liked
learning how business decisions were made, so I
decided to give it a shot,” Michael explains.
Michael took the nearly three months
before he started at Deloitte to prepare for the
exam. He used a self-study method and approached it like a full-time job. He studied four
to five hours per day, doing practice tests under
actual exam conditions, breaking up his routine
by going wakeboarding. He found himself very
well prepared: “I was already conditioned to
test-taking, so that made it easier. Plus, I found
I had most of the fundamental knowledge from
my program at school.”
Michael passed the CMA and found that it
opened certain doors for him during his stint at
Deloitte. “I definitely was able to get involved in
projects that included strategic problem-solving
and advisory rather than pure auditing or accounting,” he explains. “I got asked to work on
consulting projects that involved IT, data analytics, supply chain management, and more.”
That exposure prompted him to end
up where he is now. After five years at
Deloitte, he decided he wanted more work/life
balance. He moved across the country to take a
position at Nike as a technical product owner.
Last year, he was promoted to operations manager, where he is now involved in supply chain
analytics, data analysis and reporting, project
management, financial and operational process

design, problem solving, process improvement,
and team leadership.
“There are so many things you can do as
a CMA,” he says. “You can get into operations,
product management, data analytics, and much
more. Find out what you love, decide what your
priorities are, and, in the words of our Nike slogan, ‘Just Do It.’”
Andrew Gutierrez, CMA
FP&A Manager
Subway
During his sophomore
year at Indiana University
Southeast, Andrew learned
about a finance internship
at UPS from one of his
professors. He applied and
was accepted into the prestigious program, starting
in its flight finance co-op program. He eventually was promoted to international financial

analyst and started working full-time even before completing his BS degree with a dual major in Finance/Logistics, Materials, and Supply
Chain Management.
After earning his undergraduate degree,
Andrew stayed at UPS, spending a total of
five years there and rising through the ranks
to become a financial reporting and planning
supervisor and, after that, a general ledger
accounting supervisor. At the same time, he
pursued and earned his MBA, also at Indiana
University Southeast.
The CMA had always been in the back of
Andrew’s mind, mainly because the professor
who told him about UPS had also nominated
him for a CMA Scholarship, which would allow
him to prepare for and take the exam at no cost
[see box for more about this program]. With the
three-year window for the scholarship closing,
Andrew decided the time was right, so immediately after he earned his MBA, he started studying for the CMA.

“I knew I didn’t want this opportunity to
pass me by,” he explains. “I had been so busy
getting my career off to a great start that I had
put the CMA on the back burner. Now, it was
time to get going.” Fortunately, having just
earned his MBA helped Andrew considerably
when it was time to study for the exam. “I was
still in test-taking mode. However, I hadn’t taken a lot of accounting courses, so those were the
only areas I needed to brush up on.”
Andrew passed the exam and around the
same time, moved from UPS to take a job as a
financial planning and analysis (FP&A) manager at Subway, where he’s been for about one
year now. It’s a job that allows him to use a
range of his accounting and finance skills,
many of which were assessed on the CMA
exam: forecasting, budgeting, market acquisition analysis, and financial modeling.
He notes that being a CMA has given him
an important advantage in his new job, boosting
his credibility and helping to set him apart from
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his peers. “My supervisors have been complimentary of the perspective I
bring to situations where strategic thinking and problem-solving skills are
needed.” He especially finds this ability useful in situations like strategic
staff and field performance analysis. “I’ve been able to help us move the
needle and to make decisions that directly impact our bottom-line results.”
Amy Wolf, CMA
FP&A Analyst
Vanguard
In her senior year of college, Amy Wolf found
her calling. She discovered she loved her cost and
managerial accounting courses and, as a result,
looked to pursue a position that focused on these
areas. She also learned about the CMA from one
of her professors, and so, discovered that “becoming a CMA was something I always knew I wanted
to do.”
After graduating from West Chester University of Pennsylvania with a degree in accounting, Amy was soon hired by
Vanguard, one of the world’s largest investment companies, as an investment operations financial analyst. She enjoyed the work, which involved providing critical information to the firm’s portfolio managers.
She spent more than three years in that role before being promoted to
senior operations analyst. There, she took on more complex responsibilities, including reviewing and overseeing analysts’ daily operations
and analyzing and ensuring the accuracy of all accounting data used in
portfolio managers’ decision making.
While she was still learning the finer points of her new job at
Vanguard, Amy also decided to pursue her CMA. As she found it challenging to make time to study, she decided to enroll in a CMA exam
review course through Villanova’s College of Professional Studies. “Although most of the concepts on the exam were topics I had learned about
in school, I found that the structure of having a live class, and target dates
to sit for the exams, made all the difference,” she explains.
Studying for the exam sparked her interested in financial planning and analysis (FP&A). “Preparing for the exam helped give me a
more holistic view of business.” Amy has always been intrigued by how
business owners make decisions, and how numbers and data are used
to run their operations more efficiently. Naturally, due to these areas
of interests, she found the CMA materials covering data analytics and
forecasting especially compelling.
Soon after earning her CMA, Amy obtained a position as an
FP&A analyst within Vanguard’s FP&A department. Her credentials
as a CMA stood out to the hiring manager and helped her land the
job. The responsibilities of her new role align to her career aspirations
and include forecasting, variance analysis, and invoice reconciliation.
She also has the opportunity to broaden her network by interacting
with various accounting and business functions within the company.
“Through my daily work, I now get to work cross functionally and am
exposed to many different areas of the business,” she says.
Amy plans to stay in FP&A and foresees a great future at
Vanguard. What advice would she give to her younger self? “Keep trying and be persistent!”
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Make an Impact with the CMA
and IMA Resources
IMA’s two-part CMA exam tests skills that are in demand by today’s
top employers. It covers 12 key competencies:

Part 1: Financial Planning, Performance, and Analytics
• External financial reporting decisions (15%)
• Planning, budgeting, and forecasting (20%)
• Performance management (20%)
• Cost management (15%)
• Internal controls (15%)
• Technology and analytics (15%)

Part 2 : Strategic Financial Management
• Financial statement analysis (20%)
• Corporate finance (20%)
• Decision analysis (25%)
• Risk management (10%)
• Investment decisions (10%)
• Professional ethics (15%)
For more information about the CMA, please visit www.CMACareers.org.
IMA offers numerous resources to help students get on the path to
success. Here are some of the ways IMA can support you on your
career journey:
CMA Scholarship: Enables students to take the CMA exam at no cost
(students must be nominated by a faculty member).
IMA Memorial Education Fund and Century Student Scholarships:
Invites graduate and undergraduate students to apply for these
scholarships to help defray the cost of their education. Awards range
from $1,000 to $7,500.
IMA Student Leadership Conference: Delivers an opportunity for
networking, learning, and fun, held every November.
IMA Student Manuscript Competition: Gives students the chance to
share their IMA experiences through an 800-word essay.
IMA Student Case Competition: Provides teams of students with the
opportunity to analyze a real-event case study and develop a solution. There is a monetary award of $3,000 for the top four finalist
teams and an additional $2,000 for the winning team.
For more information about any of these resources, please visit the IMA
website at https://www.imanet.org/students.

